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The power you possess
takes care of all the rest of us
a bent tree who needs his leaves
you call me to the night

a long and empty road
and the stars shine so bright
cuz baby the lights are out tonight
you're here with me baby

and i hear your call
your fillin up my head
i love to fall
in love with you over again

i remember what the sunrise brings to me
would you be that one to wake me up
if I said please baby with a cherry on top

and i can't find my shoes again
the keys are lost (and so are you)
and if you were late baby
would you call me
so i would not be scared

every day just goes by
my hair keeps getting longer
are you still loving me all the way
thats all i need

and i hear your call
your fillin up my head
i love to fall
in love with you over again

i remember what the sunrise brings to me
would you be that one to wake me up
if I said please baby with a cherry on top

and your smile, your love, your smile
with your cherry on top
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and if you know that way
to keep me satisfied
but you go that way
its just the nature of love

and your filling up my head
and i love to fall in love with you over again
if i remember what the sunrise brings to me
would you be there to wake me up if I said
please baby with your cherry on top

note after note
and smile after smile
and i feel your love babe
all this while

note after note
and smile after smile, smile
and i feel your love babe
and I feel your love
and I feel it
and I feel it
and I feel it
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